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Change the Way You Work 
 

Technology is the way forward. Most businesses go on the offensive and use technology to help 
them stay agile, streamline processes, and find greater efficiencies across their organizations.  

yCloudx is designed to simplify your business operations and make it manageable by using digital 
technologies. This transformation helps your business so you can embrace change with 
confidence. Our combination of Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) and 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions as well as Internet of Things (IoT) features help drive 
productivity because they are simple to learn and use. We deliver increased agility so your 
organization can adapt quickly to change, connect more easily with your clients, and optimize 
your supply chain.  

Are you keeping up with the technological evolution in the workplace? Connect with us and 
together with yCloudx, we help you to build a better future, a more secure business, and a better 
way to keep our business running more efficiently.  

 

History 
yCloudx was fully developed by practitioners in Malaysia that have more than 15 years of 
experience in building, facility and exhibit maintenance combined with information technology.  

It is 100% developed and maintained by experts and specialist from Lestari Global Sdn Bhd 
(LGSB). Till today, LGSB’s team constantly upgrades and adds new features into the system. 

Initially, the system was used particularly for Petrosains, KLCC. It has benefited its users a lot in 
terms of efficiency and operational effectiveness. For that reason, its usage was further expanded 
to other sites as well to assist their maintenance operation based on their unique needs after a 
few years of development, research and enhancement.  

Now, yCloudx provides CMMS, ERP, and IoT solutions that helps strengthen your position in the 
marketplace and provide the backbone of an agile, flexible system that helps your business grow, 
adapt quickly to change, and take advantage of new business opportunities. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Online by accessing anywhere anytime 

 

 External action for vendor and client 

 

 Receive quick alert directly through 

instant external notification via 

Telegram and Email 

 
 Responsive Interfaces in any device 

(mobile, desktop, tablet) – PWA 

 
 QR code generated 

 
 Export data to PDF and Excel 

 
 Attach images and files 

 
 Auto generated schedule of PM 

 
 Store thousands of records accurately 

and well timed 

 
 KPI and data analytics as charts and 

diagrams for management to view 

 
 Low learning curve and always up to 

date 

 
 Direct access to our specialist and 

consultant to answer your questions 

 
 Quick implementation. Save time and no 

complicated installation process 

 

 

 

 Fit to purpose by customizing 

depending on your business 

requirements rather having 

unwanted features 

 

 Multiple sites in one platform 

 

 Digital Signature 

 

 Integration Available 

 
 Service Level Agreements to 

ensure high standards of  

operational administration 

 
 High security and speed 

 

 Why Choose yCloudx?  

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

We Strive for Success 
 

 

Use Our Experience to Your Advantage 

yCloudx is truly an end-to-end solution for your enterprise. It helps you automate and integrate 

all functions and processes within your organization, drive innovation, improve efficiency, and 

reduce cost and time. Packed with powerful, in-depth and flexible functionalities, you can pick 

and choose all you need, and use the solution to drive business excellence and innovation. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Why Spend When You Can Save It? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Reach Us 

 

Website: https://ycloudx.com/ 
 
Email: enquiry@ycloudx.com 
 
Contact No: +603 – 4256 6344 
 
Address: 
C-9, 3rd Floor, Jalan Utama 1/1, 
One Ampang Avenue, 68000 
Ampang, Selangor, Malaysia. 
 
 
 
 

Developed and Owned by  
Lestari Global Sdn Bhd (https://lestariglob.com/) 
 
 

 

Don’t need to invest in IT infrastructure such as hardware, network, database or 
operating system.  

 

Since it is offered in subscription basis, you don’t have to pay license fees. Instead, you 
will on be paying based on your usage, which is only for the services used and nothing 
more.  

 

You don’t require an IT team to maintain the system nor pay for version upgrades since 
it is operated on the internet wholly managed by us. 

 

The system can be set up within a day. yCloudx is very easy and intuitive to use.  
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FAQ 

 

What industries benefit from yCloudx system? 

Pretty much every industry can benefit from using a CMMS, ERP, and IoT Software. Since every industry 

requires work to be done, both on an occasion basis and on a repeating basis, a well-functioning CMMS, 

ERP and IoT system can only help in organizing those individuals who are responsible for managing 

those tasks. 

 

Will yCloudx work for small and large companies? 

Absolutely, because yCloudx is fully scalable, it works well for small organizations with one maintenance 

person or with large multi-location organizations with many maintenance employees at different levels. 

 

Why is yCloudx great for your organization? 

When you use web-based software you don’t have to worry about anything technical, you just work. We 

handle security, uptime monitoring, backups, software upgrades and much more which includes 

customer support in your subscription so you can contact us anytime if you have any issues. 

 

Are there any charges to receive the updated version of yCloudx? 

Our team consistently update the system but there is no extra cost involved. Your organization will get 

the updated version of yCloudx and pay as agreed to the original subscription. 

 

Are there any hidden fees? 

No. The monthly or annual price you are quoted for your organization is all you will have to pay to 

continue using yCloudx. 

 

What kind of packages do you offer for yCloudx? 

yCloudx is a monthly or yearly subscription service. yCloudx offers 3 different packages: Basic, Business 

and Customized. Each package offers different price in terms of number of users, size of storage, and 

additional extra features (optional). 
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What are the optional services you provide? Does it come with additional cost? 

Yes, we do provide optional services with an additional cost 

• Training 

yCloudx offers full comprehensive on-boarding training for you and your entire team which 

covers end-user and administrator training. 

• Data porting and migration into the system 

We offer service to assist you to import or migrate your data into the yCloudx system. 

• Add system storage 

We offer service to add additional storage to your current storage as per your request 

• Add ERP or IoT modules 

• Customization of the system 

• White Label 

 

Do I need to install additional software? 

Absolutely not. yCloudx works perfectly with every major web browser in the world. Runs smoothly on 

any PC, MAC, iOS/Android Smartphone or tablet. 

 

What platform we provide for yCloudx? 

yCloudx was created for the web, on the web. There are no installations or downloads needed to work 

with yCloudx, and you can access your information from any web connected device. 

 

Can yCloudx help track equipment maintenance? 

Whatever the mix of equipment, people and energy use, yCloudx helps your business success by keeping 

assets working as much as possible with minimal downtime using properly scheduled maintenance 

procedures. 

 

Are work orders date/time recorded? 

yCloudx’s workflow is fluid. A work order is time stamped with a generation date and all other statuses 

through its lifecycle. A full history of every work order occurrence is always available within each work 

orders. 
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What other features in yCloudx? 

yCloudx also offers ERP and IoT system solutions for your business. ERP stands for enterprise resource 

planning which aims to increase productivity of companies and manage costs. IoT (Internet of Things) 

helps in monitoring and control devices from the system to increase efficiency. yCloudx offers 

organizations to better manage their business in one system including: 

ERP 

• Leave management system 

• Claim management 

• Licensing and certificate management 

• Document management system 

• Payment order system (Quotation, PO, Invoice) 

• Finance (Work order Cost) 

• Attendance system 

• Tender Management System 

• Project management 

IoT 

• Develop based on client’s requirements. 

E.g.: - Temperature, Humidity and Pressure monitoring System 

 - Face Recognition Attendance and Temperature System 

 - Vibration, Electric Usage, Water, and Air Quality System 

 - Home Automation System 

 

Aside from the above the features, yCloudx is constantly growing and improving to become a complete 

CMMS, ERP, and IoT system. 

 

Who does the data belong to?  
The information that you enter inside of your yCloudx account is your property and you can export it 

from the software anytime. Our side only provide the software as a medium for the information to be 

recorded and analyzed easily. In simple words, our clients rent the software from us, but the data is 

100% owned by clients. We make sure it is safe and backed up regularly for you. 
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How secure is your data protection? 

The security of your data is important to us. We practice the best measures to ensure the data is 

securely protected such as systematic programming, using the up-to-date 

technology/software/hardware, SSL (lock green bar) – to encrypt every transmitted data, security 

enhancement in all aspects (coding, server and etc.), anti-malware/firewall, top server specifications and 

etc. 
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